FOR SEWING CARPET

OF CLASS 35

SINGER SEWING MACHINES

FOR USING

INSTRUCTIONS
To Prepare for Sewing

In constant use once twice a day.
With oil holes, before commencing to sew; and when the machine is
the needle lever and guide and all bearing points that are provided
Oil the three cams and cam rollers the feed rolls on the top.

To Oil the Machine
Before threading, turn down the upper roller in front of the needle.

(See Fig. 3 on the following page)

To Thread the Needle for Machine 35-2

1. Turn up the upper roller in front of the needle. After threading the eye of the needle, thread about two inches of thread through the eye of the needle, leaving about two inches of thread above the needle clamp. Draw the top of needle and downward through the second or forward notch under the needle clamp to the second or forward notch of the thread spool. Over the needle clamp, into the rear notch of needle clamp, under the lug on forward end of needle clamp, above the tension, around rear side and through the wire eyelet above the tension, around around front side and through the thread spool. The thread should pass from the rear of the thread spool downward. The needle is up in order to give access to the needle. The needle should be threaded to the needle in front of the needle.

2. (See Fig. 1, Page 1)

To Thread the Needle for Machine 35-1

adjusted by the Singer Sewing Machine Company. The best results will be obtained in using the needles in the clamp screw. Concave side up, as far under the clamp as it will go, and tighten the needle in the screw of the needle lever with the needle 33x3, size 70.

To Set the Needle

assistance from the operator.

It is advisable to thread the cartridge. If leads itsel fastened upon the carpet and needs no guide, the carpet will pass between the tread rollers and under the carpet. Press the two tread levers together with the left hand so that the teeth of the opposite side from the operator, at the same time, click on the opposite side. With the right hand take the machine by the handle and place it on the carpet with the driving groove outward and slide. After the carpet is matched and clamped, have the needle at the Machine in Position for Sewing.
Fig. 3. Threading the Needle
To Thread the Looper for Machine 35-1

To Set the Looper

To Set the Needle Guard Roller
Thread

The carpet for another seam, when the machine is properly threaded and ready for applying to the upper roller up and remove the machine from the carpet and after which cut the thread about ¾" from the eye of looper. Turn thread above the eye of looper and draw off about ¾" of thread. With the hooked end of needle gauge 8023, grasp the looper. After which cut the thread about ¾" from the eye of the needle. The eye of the needle and draw the excess thread through the eye, and of the needle gauge 8023 grasp the thread immediately below the eye of the needle. After which turn down the upper roller and with the hook thread to the rear of the needle lever and draw off about ¾" of thread to the front, catch the thread on the hook end and draw the thread through the eyelet, above the left hand thread lever. Pass the threadings, first tension immediately below tension. Pass the threadings, wire point firmly inside and between the tension discs, through the take-up eyelet. The thread should pass from the looper thread stock from 1.5 to 1.8 in the needle, and 0.25 in the looper.

To Take the Machine Off the Carpet

desired. Then tighten the guide screw. Enter the carpet, and adjust the guide to the depth of seam. Loosen the guide screw beside the hole where the needle enters the carpet, and turn down the nipper roller.

To Regulate the Depth of Seam

the eye of needle or looper. (thread will change of break when pulled by hand through either sufficiently strong to set the stitch but not so strong that the tension on the needle and looper thread should be

Tensions

about two inches of thread with which to commence sewing. Then pass the thread upwards through the eye of looper lever, through the eyelet and machine frame to the under side of looper, through the front, catch the thread on the hook end and draw the thread through the eyelet, above the left hand thread lever. Pass the threadings, wire point firmly inside and between the tension discs, through the take-up eyelet. The thread should pass from the looper thread stock from 1.5 to 1.8 in the needle, and 0.25 in the looper.

To Thread the Looper for Machine 35-2
To Sew Light Moquette

Keep both the selvedges even on top.
Adjust the plier to the depth of the seam.

To Sew Light Moquette and Axminster

Use Guide 798 and adjust it so that it will make a seam 4

To Sew Light Brussels and Tapestry


To Sew Light Brussels

Use Guide 793.

To Sew Hemp Carpet

Use Guide 7982. To Sew Hemp Carpet

Heavily on the carpet, particularly on cheap imitation.
Hold the machine up a little so that it will not bear too

For the feed rolls to work on.

Deep on each side of the carpet about half an inch from the edge.
Use Guide 7982 and put a strip of canvas about three inches

To Sew Inset

CARPET GUIDES

FOR USING

INSTRUCTIONS
To Hem Borders


To Sew On Heavy Borders

S eam.

A few stay stitches should be put in by hand at each cross
the carpet.

S ew about one inch by hand at all angles before suspending
than the border.

L Eat Guide 7980. Keep the turned-down side a little higher

To Sew On Borders